
YOUSSEF
EL BELBESY

INTERNATIONAL CSR 
AGENT

AND 
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETER

* man of the sea
* Free Diver
* Fisherman

SIMPLICTY AND EFFICACY IS MY MOTO

Alexandria

 +20 34142482

+201033640556

eziojojo@gmail.com

CONTACT

Hospital
Receptionist, Alexandria
worked there for 2 years 
handling reservation and marketing and 
appointments.

Aglan hospital - 
previouse 

Company
CEO, Alexandria
was a founder of a small simple business that 
stands on trading dairy products ..

Milk and yogrt - 
previouse 

Fishing and trading 
Fisherman, Alexandria
caught and sold fresh sea urchins from 
Alexandria coast .. my market was the social 
media it was very profitable .. still in business 

Redsaa - 
Present

Company
International CSR Agent, Alexandria ,Cairo
was in customer service business for about 4 
years

Vodafone UK - 
previouse 

Company
International CSR Agent, Alexandria
customer service agent for 3 month 

Kakemt - 
previouse 

Company
International CSR Agent, Alexandria 
customer service agent for 4 month 

Digital Works - 
previouse 

Company
CEO ,Video editor
Free lancing on video editing from weddings .. 
birthdays.. engadgements and videos for social 
media and youtube

Belbesy edits  - 
Present

Company
Content creator, Alexandria
i created videos on youtube for fishing ,gaming 
and funny videos that i have created and edited 

Youtube - 
Present

Company
CSR, Alexandria
International Customer service Advisore for 
Derict tv customers and general AT&T queries
for 7months

Sutherland globa
l - previouse

Company
CEO, Alexandria
made in 2021 as a small project for agents 
working in call centers to releave the stress 
caused  to them by doing upper body massage 
((shoulders ,back and neck )) on site while they 
are on the or inbetween the calls .

Euphoria  - Pres
ent

Company
free lancer
fragmentation of photos and videos

Remotasks - pre
viously

EXPERIENCE



Company
Account support manager
support the account holders of the clients and 
the developers as well regarding their working 
questions and there billing queres as well and 
link both of them together as awell as 
organizing meetings for businesses and more.

WeLoveNoCode 
- Present

secoundary level 
Huda sharaway langue school , Alexandria
finished high school with Grade A 

High school - 
Previous

Economy and business managment
Faculty of agriculture, Alexandria
studing the baisics of successful business and 
how to manage and market it 

University  - 
Present

EDUCATION

Personal Skills

patience
work under 
pressure
Speed
Fitness
computer skills

Social skills

Talktive
creative
Good listner
social

SKILLS

CPR
CPR Alex organaisation , Alexandria
a life saving course

CPR - Present

ICDL
faculty of agriculture, Alexandria

ICDL - Present

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
coresera, internet
an online course for social media marketing that 
helped me through the years 

SMM - Present

IBM
IBM
a high level english course from the British 
Institution of education in alexandria egypt 

English - Present

VE
online
a crash course + a profissional one for how to 
video edit on adobe premier and VSDC and other 
applications 

Video Editing    - 
Present

COURSE



Interest
the sea .. anything related to it is my passion 

INTERESTS

Freediving 

Fishing 

Surfing

Spearfishing 

Basketball

Horse riding

Camping

Free Hiking

Tag

PC Gaming 

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES


